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Welcome!  and thank you for joining us for Level-Headed Language Arts.  

In case you’re wondering this is not a workshop for grammar nerds.  It didn’t take me long to come to that conclusion 
as I was doing a little research on the history of language arts education in the US.  I won’t burden you with the sorts 
of concepts I encountered—things like generative and transformational grammar.  Suffice it to say that I concluded 
that somebody somewhere might need to discuss those things but it wasn’t us.  However, I do think we need to have 
enough understanding of grammar to appreciate the humor in the graphic floating around Facebook which features 
Charley Brown being hugged by Snoopy.  The caption reads:  “When comforting a Grammar Nazi, I always say softy 
“there, their, they’re’”  So, that’s my goal for this workshop.  In other words, we’re going to keep it pretty simple.

My name is Janice Price and I am one of four consultants at Rainbow Resource Center.  What does a consultant do?  
Well, we answer questions about products, curriculum choices, and pretty much any other kind of question asked by 
parents, teachers or co-workers.  

We get some very unusual questions like, “Will the Bactrian Camel fit into the back of the Safari truck and trailer?” 
The answer to this question was very important to one of our customers during a recent Christmas season. 

We also get some very common questions like “I’m a new homeschooler and I don’t have any idea where to start—
can you help me!”  

I’m pretty sure, though, that we get the highest number of questions in the area of language arts.  As one customer 
put it: I want to know what works best—especially for parents who aren’t comfortable with the subject.  I need to 
know what curriculum is suitable for different types of learners.  I need to know what is the best age to start language 
arts.  And I need to know how much is too much or not enough.

Ok, then.  These are the types of questions we’re going to address.

Choosing curriculum is like picking out a new car—you have options.  Do you want automatic or manual transmis-
sion? Do you want front, rear, or even 4-wheel drive? Do you want a hybrid? Do you want an automatic anything or 
maybe everything?—You get the idea. It’s the same with choosing language arts curriculum. If you were to call me 
or one of the other consultants and say, “I need language arts,” it’s likely we would launch into a series of questions to 
help us understand exactly what you are looking for.

It’s not surprising if you feel overwhelmed by the curriculum choices available to you.  So do we!  Especially in the 
area of language arts.  We talk about the core subjects and we tend to say “language arts” and to some extent we all 
know what is meant by that.  But take a quick look at our website or our catalog and all of sudden the waters seem 
much muddier.  For instance, we have “language arts”.  But we also have “English.”  Wait a minute!  Aren’t Language 
Arts and English synonymous?  But the Rainbow catalog joins “English” up with “writing,” and you get the feeling 
that they really mean “grammar.”  Reading and literature are also considered part of language arts—aren’t they?  Or 
spelling and vocabulary? And what about grammar?  And, of course, the question that is at the bottom of many, 
many others—do we really need to diagram sentences?

So we are faced with an interesting dilemma.  To some extent we all know what we are talking about when we say 
Language Arts—and on the other hand, we aren’t sure at all what any one person might mean when he says Language 
Arts—or what a curriculum might mean when it calls itself a Language Arts curriculum.
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We faced the same problem ourselves as we were trying to put together a chart to sort out our Language Arts cur-
riculum choices. Unfortunately, programs just don’t fit neatly into categories (we tried that!).  Nor do they fit neatly 
into checklists (we tried that, too!).  Finally, we opted for a list—a long list—but nice and simple.  Maybe not quite as 
much information as you would like—but it does sort things out a bit. This list is available on our website.

Actually, I’m beginning to think that Language Arts is best illustrated as a weaving.  Weaving is a method of fabric 
production in which two distinct sets of yarns or threads are interlaced at right angles to form a fabric or cloth (or so 
says Wikipedia).  The warp threads are held taut and parallel to each other—typically in a loom.  The weft—or  
woof—threads are also known as the filling threads.  In this analogy, we might think of grammar and spelling and 
phonics and handwriting as the warp threads—they’re the structural parts that hold the weaving together.  Then com-
position and literature and speech would be the filling threads—the parts that give it usefulness and purpose. And 
to make our analogy complete, vocabulary is like a golden thread worked through the weaving.  Style—as in writing 
style—might be the threads combined in such a way as to make a beautiful or meaningful pattern.  These last two 
transport a weaving from something useful to something beautiful.

To take our weaving analogy just a tad bit further: setting up the loom is probably not the most thrilling part of weav-
ing.  But it has to be done.  In the same way, the structural parts of our language may seem burdensome or unneces-
sary but they’re the very parts that give form and substance to our language and allow for all the beauty of communi-
cation that we find in great literature.   They also allow for the practical skill of being able to communicate clearly and 
interestingly.

So, how do we sift through Rainbow’s list of language arts products—how do we decide which we use to set up our 
loom and which we choose to provide the filling threads.  My goal in the next few minutes is to give you some defini-
tions and explanations that will help you make wise language arts choices for you and your family.  My goal is not to 
just give you a fish—to tell you “this is the program you must use,” but to teach you to fish—to give you some tools, so 
you can make level-headed choices this time—and the next time, and the time after that.

The phrase ‘language arts’ when used as a noun means the skills, including reading, composition, speech, spelling, 
and dramatics, that are taught in elementary and secondary schools to give students a thorough proficiency in using 
the language.  In other words, language arts is the art of using language.

In terms of curriculum, “Language Arts” is an umbrella term for curriculum in the areas of phonics, reading skills 
and comprehension, literature , grammar, usage, mechanics, composition, spelling, vocabulary, penmanship, and 
speech. All of these things—separate subjects, some of them—all somehow fit under the canopy of “language arts.”  
These are what we refer to as the components of language arts and they can be overwhelming to think about all at one 
time.  So let’s tackle language arts the same way you eat an elephant—one bite at a time!

Let’s look at our warp threads first: 
Phonics are the building blocks of words. Phonics grows into reading skills which mature into comprehension skills 
which blossom into literary analysis as we learn to appreciate the writings that have contributed to the great conversa-
tion of mankind.  I’m not going to say much more about phonics—that would be another workshop for another time.  
But I will say that many complete phonics programs include coverage of the various language arts.  Typically, if you’re 
using a phonics program (such as Horizons Phonics & Reading) in kindergarten or 1st grade, then you won’t really 
have a need for additional programs in spelling, or grammar, or handwriting.
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The next steps after phonics are reading practice, reading skills, and reading comprehension.  In the elementary 
years, these are strengthened by the use of readers along with teacher’s guides—like the Elson or Pathway Readers, or 
library books along with study guides—like Logos, Veritas, and Memoria book guides, or living books coupled with 
narration and notebooking.  In the middle school and upper grades, this would also include exposure to different 
genres of literature and methods of literary analysis (which is looking at the craft of literature).

Reading skills, such decoding speed and fluency, follow from phonics.  Then skills like finding the main idea, deter-
mining the sequence of events, and looking for context clues to determine the meaning of words.  In terms of reading 
comprehension, there are different types of questions—fact-based and those that are thinking or reasoning questions.  
The first type of question asks students to state facts about what they have read: who are the main characters? What 
happens in the story? Where does it take place? When does it take place? In other words, the who, what, when, and 
where questions.  Reasoning questions ask “what if?”  They look at the how and the why.  Questions like this cause 
a student to think beyond the facts and form opinions and ideas of their own.  Reasoning or thinking questions can 
train students to be thinkers for life.

Literary analysis takes reading into another realm: the realm of appreciation for how the reader conveys the story 
– the way she develops her characters, the way she creates suspense or develops the plot, the use of literary devices 
like personification or foreshadowing.  Another aspect of studying literature is experience with and developing an ap-
preciation for different types of literature; for different literary genres such as fiction, non-fiction, biography, poetry.  
Literary analysis is sometimes introduced in the early elementary years but it almost always surfaces in middle school 
and high school literature courses or in book studies like those from Progeny Press or Novel Units.
 
Our other warp threads are spelling and handwriting and grammar.  Interestingly, spelling is closely related to 
phonics.  In fact, most elementary spelling programs actually serve as review for phonics as the student learns and 
internalizes the spelling rules—most of which are variations on phonics rules.  So, the bottom line is that you will see 
some phonics programs that continue as spelling programs (like Spell to Write and Read and the W.I.S.E. Guide to 
Spelling) and others that are closely associated with each other from the very beginning (like All About Reading and 
All About Spelling).  There are also stand alone spelling programs that serve to reinforce and review the phonics rules 
(these would be things like Spelling Workout or Sequential Spelling).

Handwriting or penmanship is usually included only in the primary grades and there are a variety of styles from 
which to choose.  Traditional, probably what you were taught is sometimes referred to as “Zaner-Bloser.”  Traditional 
includes manuscript (sometimes known as “ball-and-stick”) and cursive.  Modern styles come in several variations—
like italic and D’Nealian—and in some of the new cursive first programs—like New American Cursive.  In general, 
modern handwriting styles have simpler letter strokes and fewer changes in the letter strokes between manuscript 
and cursive.  In the case of italic there are no changes at all in the letter strokes between the manuscript and the cur-
sive; the letters are simply joined.

Some methods like Handwriting w/out Tears, etc are variations of traditional methods.  Handwriting w/out Tears 
eliminates the slant and simplifies the letter strokes but still retains the general appearance.  Decide the style you want 
and stick with it if at all possible.  It can be confusing for a child to change form after a few years (I tried that with my 
oldest daughter—and I definitely don’t recommend it).  As I mentioned earlier, some programs follow a recent trend 
by teaching cursive rather than manuscript from the very beginning in order to avoid the problems associated with 
the transition from manuscript to cursive.  
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Think about your own handwriting. What style do you use?  My guess is that your handwriting doesn’t resemble 
anything like the basics you were taught and that your personality is reflected in your style.  Understand that you are 
teaching your child a discipline, and you want neatness, but pick a style with which your child can be comfortable.

Our last warp thread is grammar—or you sometimes see grammar, usage, and mechanics lumped together and all 
under the heading of “grammar.” Grammar refers to the building blocks of our language—the parts of speech, the 
parts of a sentence, and types of sentences.  “Mechanics” refers to punctuation and capitalization.  “Usage” refers to 
using both grammar and mechanics correctly.

We’ve looked now at all our warp threads—grammar, phonics, penmanship, and spelling—and we’ve seen how read-
ing and literature grow out of phonics.  Now, let’s look at our other “woof ” threads—the ones that provide the filling 
in our linguistic weaving.

“Composition” is the act of combining parts or elements to make a whole.  Like phonics provides the building blocks 
of reading; grammar provides the building blocks of composition—or writing—and it ultimately gives us the strength 
of structure to yield beautiful collections of words that convey thoughts and ideas and emotions. But grammar’s just 
a starting place, how thoughts and ideas are combined and organized is another important part of writing—and, of 
course, also important are the stylistic elements that make it enjoyable to read—or the clarity to follow the author’s 
thoughts—or the involvement to care about what they’ve written.  

There is a sequence to producing good writing—composing sentences, then paragraphs, then stories and essays and 
papers.  Children need to understand the parts in order to put the whole thing together properly, but they also need 
experience with good examples and practice with the process. 

A similar sequence of skills leads to effective speech.  Just like in composing an essay or a report or a story, speech 
takes the same building blocks and adds in the elements that appeal to auditory learners: voice quality, drama, 
theatrics.  I won’t spend a lot of time on this one but I do want to note that public speaking is the number one fear of 
people in America.  There are very few people who really enjoy speaking in front of a large group of people to speak.  
Teach your children to overcome this fear and they will be a step ahead of many adults.   

Earlier I compared vocabulary to a golden thread worked through the weaving.  In composition, the expert use of 
vocabulary makes our writing more interesting and specific.  When speaking, we might find our intelligence being 
judged by the extent of our vocabulary.  Expanded vocabulary also increases a student’s ability to do well on stan-
dardized testing.  Strong scores on college entrance tests such as ACT, SAT and even the GRE are largely dependent 
on vocabulary.  Many reading and literature programs include vocabulary studies but there are stand alone vocab 
programs as well.  These programs might be subject-based like IEWs Advanced Spelling and Vocabulary, or they 
might be general usage-based like Wordly Wise 3000, or they might be roots-based like Word Roots or Vocabulary 
from Classical Roots. 

About now you might be wondering how we ever got from readin’ and ‘ritin’ to the myriad of programs that have 
some thing or other to do with language arts.  You might also be thinking, “Ok, so now I know a little about each of 
these components but I still don’t have a good idea what I should choose.”  Fair enough!

So how do you choose?  Do you pick the one (or ones) your friend is using?  Do you pick up something at the used 
curriculum fair?  Do you check online reviews to see what everybody else likes?  Or, do you call Rainbow and ask us 
which ones are the best sellers?
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If you haven’t already watched our Choosing Curriculum the FAMILY Way workshop, now might the time for take a 
look at it and to consider the FAMILY questions posed there.  These are the things that are important to consider as 
you choose curriculum—and some of them might matter more to you than others do.
 1) Is this a faith-based product?  (the “F” in our FAMILY acronym is for “faith”)
 2) What is the predominant homeschooling approach of this product?  (the “A” is for “approach”
 3)  How much money does it cost?  Is it a good value?  Does it fit in our budget?  Is there a less expensive way 

to accomplish the same thing?  (“M” is for “money”)
 4)  How will the individuals in my family with their individual learning styles respond to this program?  

(“I” is for “individual”)
 5) How will it work with the other aspects of my life?  (“L” is for “life”)
 6) Does this program give me what I need to teach this subject?  (“Y” is for “you”)

Any one of these questions might be the most important one for you but in terms of language arts curriculum, I tend 
to think that it is the teaching approach that makes the most difference.  Educators have been discussing (arguing 
actually) for years over the role of grammar; or the need for diagramming; or when to start teaching grammar; or 
whether to emphasize free writing without corrections or formula writing or learning from models.  Frankly, you’re 
not likely to solve any of these dilemmas but you do need to have some idea of what you think is important—and you 
need to choose a curriculum that is consistent with your thoughts. 

Most of our language arts curriculum choices fall into three different camps: traditional, Charlotte Mason, and classi-
cal—and, of course, there are variations and blendings of these.

Traditional is what you probably had when you were in school.  There is a teacher edition and student text or 
workbook.  A lesson is taught by the teacher, the student follows along, and then there’s an assignment to reinforce 
the concept followed by tests to make sure you’ve learned what you should.  Traditional courses tend to introduce 
grammar, usage, and mechanics in the early elementary years; hit them pretty hard with depth and determination in 
the middle school years; and expect proficiency at the high school level.  Composition is handled in much the same 
way—usually in alternating chapters or sections of the text—and with systematic instruction (in other words, first 
sentences, then paragraphs, then stories and essays).  Traditional publishers are also likely to have a grammar and 
writing text; and a reading and literature text; and then, perhaps, separate programs for spelling, penmanship, and 
vocabulary.  

Publishers that fall into the traditional category are Bob Jones, Saxon, Holt and Prentice-Hall.  But there are varia-
tions that would technically qualify as traditional but don’t seem much like the ones above—Easy Grammar, for 
instance.  There are also a myriad of products that target a specific skill or skills (like Four Square Writing Method 
or the Adolescent Literacy series) and provide instruction and practice of that skill.  These supplementary workbook 
types of material tend to fall into the traditional camp in terms of what is covered when.

The term “Charlotte Mason” refers to a person—a 19th century educator—and then to her method of education which 
has become popular with homeschoolers.  Children are taught as whole persons through a wide range of interesting 
living books, firsthand experiences, and good habits.  According to Ambleside Online (an online “expert” in all things 
Charlotte Mason), language arts is to be taught incorporating techniques such as copywork (for practice in physi-
cally forming the letters), narration (as a method of composing thoughts), and lastly through written narrations (the 
process of transferring these thoughts to paper).  Charlotte Mason advocates also have distinctive thoughts about 
grammar. They believe there is only a small body of facts to be learned, that they can be learned when a child is older 
(i.e. not in the early primary grades), and that they will be mostly learned—mostly picked up—if they are continually 
reading good books.  Moms are encouraged to “trust the process.”
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Charlotte Mason type language arts programs include Queen Homeschool Language Lessons, Primary and Interme-
diate Language Lessons, English for the Thoughtful Child and Simply Grammar.  These programs tend to be teacher-
student interactive.  They encourage memorization and copywork, and often include picture studies.  There is also an 
amazing number of copywork options available as spiral-bound books, such as Copywork for Boys and Copywork for 
Girls; as picture studies such as Pictures in Cursive; and as CD-ROMs of PDF files such as Presidential Penmanship 
or the Canterbury Tales copywork notebook.

Copywork is a method that can be used effectively across the curriculum, and often is: for math, spelling, history, not 
to mention Bible and theology.

Classical methodology teaches children at three different stages—grammar, logic, and rhetoric.  In the grammar stage 
(grades 1-4) the foundation is being laid for all future education and the focus is on learning the “rules” of a subject.  
The logic stage is grades 5 through 8 when a child begins to think more abstractly and make logical connections in 
academics.  The rhetoric stage is grades 9-12 when students apply what they have learned in previous levels to draw 
their own conclusions and express themselves clearly.

According to Susan Wise Bauer, author of the Well-Trained Mind, “A classical education, then, has two important 
aspects.  It is language-focused.  And it follows a specific three-part pattern: the mind must be first supplied with 
facts and images, then given the logical tools for organization of facts, and finally equipped to express conclusions.”  
The programs that she has authored and published—First Language Lessons, Writing With Ease, and the new 
middle-school level Writing With Skill—all follow this pattern.  However, some of her methodology is similar to the 
Charlotte Mason approach, because she uses copywork, dictation, and narration.  The difference would be an early 
emphasis on learning the basic structure of our language—in other words, grammar.

Another classical program, Shurley English, teaches grammar and sentence structure through jingles and relies on a 
type of oral sentence parsing (an old-fashioned term for going through all the parts of the sentence).

Is it easier now to see why language arts can be so confusing within homeschooling circles?  There are distinctive 
differences in these methodologies—and those differences are reflected in the programs each produces.  Now, some 
of the dilemmas of choosing language arts may make more sense—for instance diagramming.  As you might expect 
Classical tends to diagram, and Charlotte Mason tends not to diagram, and traditional is caught somewhere in the 
middle.

Diagramming isn’t taught in most classrooms today, and even authors of grammar programs disagree about its 
importance.  However, some major textbook publishers include a section on diagramming in the back of the text—
like the Prentice-Hall Writing and Grammar series—while others like Saxon and Bob Jones proudly include it in 
the general instruction.  Diagramming is done with the intention of better helping students understand sentence 
structure.  You might think of it as a graphic organizer.  Other methods, though, are available such as color-coding 
(which Winston Grammar uses) or even just underlining and labeling like Easy Grammar.  Whether or not you 
choose diagramming is up to you, the important thing is that your student is able to build effective sentences and to 
communicate with clarity.

Students who are visual or auditory learners tend to flourish in Language Arts, perhaps because of its very nature.  If 
you have a kinesthetic learner, you might want to consider a program like Winston Grammar that uses a hands-on 
and color-coded methodology to teach the parts of speech and sentences.  These students also might do better with 
an unconventional approach like the You’ve Been Sentenced game.
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We’ve taken some time now to look at what sorts of things are needed to prepare our children to explore the world 
of literature; to express themselves succinctly and beautifully; to communicate carefully and fluently, so we should be 
ready to start putting it all together and making some final choices. 

What do you want out of your language arts program?  What components do you want to include?  They all sound 
good, don’t they—and necessary?  One option is to go with an inclusive program that incorporates all of the compo-
nents we’ve talked about so far.  The alternative is to pull together the individual parts so you can put the emphasis 
exactly where you think it ought to be.

An all-inclusive program—especially in language arts—has a lot of appeal for many parents because the author and 
the publisher has already done the work of putting all of the components together in one neat package.  That means 
a single course will include reading and literature, comprehension, grammar, composition, spelling, vocabulary, 
penmanship.  Character Quality Language Arts or Phonics Road to Reading are all good examples of all-inclusive 
programs. 

Sometimes an inclusive program just means that all the components are there but they are not be related in any way 
to each other.  An example of this would be Lifepac or the Switched-On-Schoolhouse Language Arts. 

Sometimes inclusive programs are integrated which means the components are all there and they work together in 
a relationship.  Learning Language Arts through Literature and Total Language Plus as well as Reader’s Journey and 
Moving Beyond the Page are all examples of integrated, all-inclusive programs.  If you are a new homeschool parent, 
programs like these can be a good place to begin and can be a springboard for future planning.  In general, all-inclu-
sive programs tend to be a little easier on the parent/teacher.  Much of the planning and often much of the prepara-
tion and work has been done for you.  And there is a cohesiveness that’s satisfying.

Unfortunately, one criticism of all-inclusive courses is that they can end up being a little light in one or more areas 
of content.  I really think this needs to be looked at from a slightly different perspective.  If the all-in-oneness is the 
strength of the program, it only stands to reason that there might be other programs in any one area that are stronger 
in that particular skill set.  This problem is often easy to address by adding a targeted skill workbook that provides 
extra instruction and practice in that particular area.

One other way to get an all-inclusive or comprehensive program is to buy the components from a single publisher.  
These are often designed to work together and to be complementary.  A good example of this is First Language Les-
sons and Writing With Ease.
 
If you decide you would rather put your program together by picking and choosing the different components, we 
have lots of programs in any one area.  We also have programs that include two or more of the components but leave 
out one thing or another.  It’s very common to see reading, literature, and vocabulary combined into one program.  
Bob Jones or SMARR or Mosdos literature are good examples of this but SMARR and Mosdos also includes writing. 
The same is true of writing and grammar programs such as Saxon Writing and Grammar or Prentice-Hall Grammar
and Writing.  These are pretty easy to work with and it’s fairly easy to add other programs to round out 
your language arts curriculum.
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Sometimes a publisher has an approach to one of the components that is either so unique or so undeniably effective, 
that it becomes their primary focus.  The Institute for Excellence in Writing is a good example of this.  However, even 
though IEW started out by being focused on writing skills, they have expanded and they now include Excellence in 
Literature, a grammar editing course (called Fix-It), Phonetic Zoo Spelling, Primary Arts of Language (beginning 
phonics/reading and writing), and even speech (The Speech Boot Camp).

In a way, this brings us back to our weaving analogy.  All the various components of language arts seem to be related 
and to blend into one another sooner or later.  Interestingly, I think there is also value in being taught language arts 
from several different perspectives.  Language arts is not like math.  With math, because it is so sequential, I tend to 
think that it is best to find a program that works for you and to stick with it.  In language arts, reading skills, writing 
skills, and speaking skills can all be strengthened by exposure to a variety of approaches; to a variety of emphases on 
different aspects. 

Since we are thinking of the Art of Language as a weaving, we need to remember that if you have a weak thread, you 
are likely to have a compromised fabric.  The same will be true with your approach to Language Arts: if you leave 
out an important element, your end result will be weakened.  There’s another lesson in the weaving analogy, I think.  
Sometimes the focus needs to be on the foundation threads, on the warp threads just as if we were setting up the 
loom.  Sometimes the emphasis needs to be on the filler threads that pull everything together and produce a finished 
product.  Sometimes the emphasis needs to be on the special effects.  This is likewise true in our approach to lan-
guage arts: in order to have a lovely finished product, we will have to focus at times on the basics and at other times 
concentrate on the beauty.
 
Whatever route you choose to take with your language arts curriculum weaving, my goal has been to give you some 
tools that will help you make level-headed decisions about the options for your program.  If you still have questions, 
please contact me—or one of the other Rainbow consultants.  Remember, there is no best program for everyone, but 
you can choose the program that will work best for you. 

Video Workshop Transcript

Level-Headed
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